CSI 250 Ground Search Metal Detector

Garrett’s ALL NEW CSI 250 is simple to operate, yet features unparalleled performance for budget-minded departments and agencies. It includes superior technology such as a graphic target ID, sensitivity adjustment and notch discrimination to accurately identify the type of target detected. The CSI 250 also includes the 6.5 x 9” PROformance searchcoil, which covers more ground per sweep and is submersible. This advanced metal detector also features a Target ID Legend designed to identify targets commonly sought in crime scene investigations.

FEATURES

- Graphic Target ID Cursor
- Discrimination: Accept / Reject Notch for Trash Elimination
- Electronic Pinpoint for Easy Target Recovery
- Continuous Target Depth Indicator
- Sensitivity Adjustment (8 levels)
- Battery Condition Indicator
- Target ID Legend with Common Crime Scene Targets
- 1/4” Headphone Jack
- Interchangeable, Waterproof Searchcoil
- Large, Easy-to-Read LCD
- Microprocessor Controlled
- Pushbutton Controls
- Audio ID Tones (3 Levels)
- Touch-n-Go Operation
- 3-piece Disassembly to 24”

Garrett Metal Detectors is the only manufacturer to offer free training in metal detection checkpoint screening. Now, you can learn from the industry’s leading team of metal detection experts. Call today to enroll in The Garrett Academy.

www.garrett.com
SPECIFICATIONS

**Operating Temperatures**
0°F (-17°C) to 130°F (54°C)

**Storage Temperatures**
-20°F (-28°C) to 150°F (65°C)

**Length**
42" to 51" (1.06m - 1.29m)

**Weight**
2.7lbs (1.2kg)

**Operating Frequency**
6.5 kHz

**Searchcoil**
The ACE 250 metal detector includes the 6.5x9" PROformance submersible searchcoil.

**Arm Cuff**
Adjustable, with strap

**Touchpad Controls**
Power, Pinpoint, Elim, Discrim, Sensitivity, Mode

**Battery**
Four (4) AA batteries provide up to 25 hours of operation. Optional NiMH rechargeable battery provides between 6 and 8 hours on each 12-hour recharge.

**Warranty**
Limited, 24 months parts and labor

ACCESSORIES

A. **CSI 250 Carry Bag** - Rugged and durable, the CSI 250 Travel / Storage bag is 18" in diameter and is made of durable nylon mesh to easily hold and store all CSI detectors (when disassembled) and accessories. (Included)
   (Model # 1651600)

B. **Headphones** - Sturdy headphones with a 1/4" adapter are designed to mask out external noise for greater audio signal clarity and target identification. Includes volume control. (Included)
   (Model #1603000)

C. **4.5" Sniper Searchcoil** - Use the 4.5" searchcoil for finding smaller, shallower targets in trashy or confined areas.
   (Model #2221800)

D. **9x12" Searchcoil** - For maximum depth, use the 9x12" searchcoil for finding a broad range of targets in a broad range of soils.
   (Model #2221900)

E. **6.5x9" Searchcoil Cover** - Use this sturdy cover to protect your searchcoil from rough and damaging ground surfaces.
   (Model #1605700)

THE GLOBAL LEADER OF METAL DETECTION
Garrett Metal Detectors is the global leader of security walk-through and hand-held metal detection products and training. From the Olympic Games to U.S. and international airports, Garrett has the proven experience, expertise and reliable products you need to design the most effective security screening checkpoint for your unique application. Give us a call today!